relate X to a character of some EX , where E is a field extension of F; the j corresponded to the conductors in the Howe factorization of X (see [12] or [17] ), and there were intermediate fields associated to these j as well. In the general case, the D U ) are not nested, there is no Howe factorization, and the "intermediate fields" are not well defined. What is defined is their ramification index and residue class degree. We say a bit more about this in §6.
We use the notation of this section throughout the paper, except that we do not use Hm for the group of elements commuting with XIKm ' We write XW(x) = X(wxw-I ) , but also X-I(x) = (X(X))-I. This should not cause confusion. Lower case Greek letters near the beginning of the alphabet are used for elements of kn' and 11 is an element of P. The unramified extension of F of degree d and contained in Fn is F d , and kd is the extension of k with
The bulk of the analysis of X is done in §3; §2 contains two useful lemmas on commutators. In §4, we construct the irreducible representations of D X , and in §5 we show that these exhaust (Dx) ~ and compute their degrees. As noted above, §6 contains a brief comparison of the general case with the tamely ramified case (when p f n). The final section is devoted to an example.
The recent work that led to this paper was prompted by a question of Allen
Moy about the representations of D; (Q2)' I am grateful to him for pushing me to find the answer and for many valuable suggestions about the form and content of this paper. The referee also contributed material improvements in exposition. I am also indebted to Philip Kutzko and David Manderscheid for useful conversations, in which, inter alia, they explained their approach to the problem of supercuspidal representations for GL n • One final comment. In [14] , Helmut Koch referred to a remark made in a paper by Roger Howe and me about "the extremely pleasant geometry of the conjugacy classes in tamely ramified division algebras," and added, "Mir scheint, das man das gleiche auch von dem allgemeinen Fall sagen kann." At the time, I did not see the geometry (or algebra) of D: as "extremely pleasant" in the general case. Now I realize that his remark was not so unreasonable after all. 2 We present here two lemmas that will be important in the proof. The first is probably well known; the second may have independent interest. But ap(a )--P = 0 =? P = 0, since a -::f. a . Hence for an appropriate p, we may make aP(aUm)-1 -P = )" as required.
If nlm, let u = w . Then (w , 1 + pw m ) == 1 + (pu _ P)w m modpm+l, so that we can get (u, v) Throughout the construction of the representations, we will need to know the group of elements of D X commuting with a character on a normal subgroup. It will simplify matters greatly to know that if an element t7 E P commutes with a character, so does 1 + t7 ( by a cyclic permutation of that word. If this procedure eliminates all words of length m, we are done. If not, we produce a contradiction. We may assume that the sum of the terms of weight m is 1 = E~=I kjwj' where each Wj is first in alphabetical order among its cyclic permutations and each k j E Z .
E KI
Let Q be a large prime (the rest of the proof will show how large), and let F = F Q«X)) , the formal power series field with coefficients in F Q. Let D be the central division algebra of degree m 2 (3.2) w = 1 + "~s;-j')/I;_I ",-I '
then X# is trivial on pJI+I and l(1 We will add a tenth property; see (3.9) infra.
(1) We will associate a sequence of triples with X; the sequence will begin with (Sl ,e l ,~), ... ,(S'I ,e'l ,1,1)' Further details will be given in §4.
(2) It may help the reader to have the following explanation of the properties in Theorem 3.1. In producing an irreducible from X, Clifford-Mackey theory shows that we need to know {x: XX = X} ; this information is given by property (1). Properties (2)-(4) describe the structure of D(j)' They show that it is generated over its center E(j) by k n / e ; and "(j) exactly as Dn is generated over F by k n and w. Properties (5) and (6) characterize the sequences {(s;, e;, 1;)} associated with irreducible representations of D X • Property (7) describes the freedom we have in conjugating X into a more tractable form. Property (8) shows that the terms in the product for (1) fit well with one another. It implies, forinstance, that K SI -i + 1 ••• (KSh-i+lnD:_I) is normal in the group of elements commuting with XIKj' Finally, (9) says, e.g., that if j ::j; s;, then D(j) n p' and D(j+I) n p' give the same residue classes modp,+1 .
(3) On K S ; , X is given by X(1 + y) = 'II 0 TrD/K(xy) for some x E p-SI (mod P I-s; ) , and the theorem could be proved by analyzing the elements that commute with x (or a suitable conjugate of x) modulo an appropriate power of P. Such a proof, however, would not apply to the extensions of Theorem 3.1 that we will need in §4. We give a proof that will apply inductively to these extensions.
The proof is long; we divide it into parts for future reference. Hence we obtain every character of k n by varying J, and this proves (7)(ii). If Ir lio ' the same calculation shows that the above character is trivial whenever 
= 00"(sd ; 0 0 E fi ecause 0lro an "(sd are m (sd: characters of k n fixing k n / el ' we see that we can obtain exactly these characters by varying J. This proves (7)(i).
In the inductive step, we begin with xIKJ+I and consider xIKJ' It will be useful to compare our character xlKJ with a "best possible" extension of XIKJ+I to K i . The next lemma describes this extension. (3.8) Lemma. Let X be a character on K i + l , s~ :::; j < Sl' and let e, f be integers with efln such that both k~e and an element " generating pi commute with X. Assume also that ,,0,,-1 = oa! for all a E k n / e . Then X has an extension Xo to Ki such that k n / e and" commute with XO' Proof. We consider two cases separately. on K j , trivial on K j + 1 and fixed by k~e. We have
, VYEk n and VPEk n / e · So c5p = c5p uj , Vp E k n / e , and c5 = 0 because j is not a multiple of n/e.
Consider the k~e-orbits in V. Since Ikl n is a power of p, while Ik~el is one less than a power of p, it is clear that the greatest common divisor of the cardinalities of orbits is 1. Hence we can find orbits &'1' ... ,&' ,. and integers hi' ... ,h, with E;=I hil~1 = 1 . Let
Then Xo extends X and is obviously k~e -stable. Since '1 normalizes k n / e ,
Therefore Xo is the required extension.
and all c5 E k:/ e • Thus every extension of X to K j is fixed by k:/ e • Let XI be any extension of X. Then every extension is of the form X, = XI VI" where We make the notational convention at each step of the inductive process that X is the given representation on K j and Xo is an extension of XIKj+1 to K j with the property of the lemma (with respect to '1U+I) and k n / e ;).
(3.9) We now make our final inductive assumption, as promised earlier: For i = 1 , we have eo = fa = 1 and we take '10 = w , Fo = F . It is easy to check that (10) holds in this case. by an element fixing XIKj+I' from (7)(ii). Thus we may assume that X = Xo'
Properties (2)- ( 10) are now all obvious for j; (1) requires a calculation, which is omitted because a similar calculation will occur at the end of case (a) below.
So assume that ~U, j = jo~' Then X-= X· X~I is a character trivial on K i + 1 , and on Ki there is a unique a.; E k n such that
). There are now two cases to consider.
. In view of (7)(i), we may assume that by
. In particular, we may assume a.
We first define '1(j) to be '1U+I)(1 + t5ti:7t) , where t = SI -j and t5 is to be determined. We want X"(j) = X on Ki. On K i + 1 this holds by property 
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) is now easy, and we have also checked (4); (5), (6), (7), and (10) are true because the claim is exactly the same as for j + 1 . It is also easy to check (8) and (9).
That leaves property (1). DD) commutes with X by Lemma 2.2, and K SI -j+1 commutes with X because (K St -j + 1 ,K j ) ~ K st + 1 . Conversely, any element w commuting with X commutes with XIKj+1 • Therefore
wheref;. r = SI -j, ~l E kfi if I ::; r + 1 , and ~l E k n for I ~ r. (Note the jump in indices between r -1 and SI -j .) Because of our expression for 1IU) ' we can replace each 1IU+l) by 1IU) at the cost of changing the ~l with I ~ r. Similarly, we can replace 'lI7 St -j with 1I~j) by again changing the ~l with I ~ r.
Thus we may write
where the ~i are in kfi for i < r and are in k n thereafter. Dividing by an element known to commute with X, we consider w = 1 + ~,1I~j)' We need 
-stilt] r = U r ' 0:0'1(J) '1(j) , and this last can be in pl-j only if d r E k nlet . This proves property (1).
It will also be important to know that our choices of 0: 2 and 0:; have fixed a representative of X in its orbit under conjugation by (1) gives an expression for x. Taking conjugacy classes mod the subgroup of elements fixing X, we see that we may assume that
] is a field of ramification index e 2 and residue class degree fz over F, where e 2 fz > elf; . We then let S2 = j . Note that (10) and (5) are now satisfied. It is also easy to check (6) . Let fz = /zf; ; set SI -S2 = f;r. Note that '1(J+I) = '1 1 • Now suppose that w commutes with X. Then w commutes with xlKj+t . From property (1). 5: h ( 1 5:
say. (Note the jump in indices between rand SI -j + 1 .) We show that /zlh.
By an application of Lemma 2. 
(all terms but 0:; are in k nlet )
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since this must be 1 for all y E k n / el ' the coefficient of y must be 0; that is, commutes with (X-) I'll and 0,'1,2 commutes with Xo' just as in (a). Also, guarantees a 00 such that (X-)t5 1 ' 11 2 (X-)-' = (X~+t50wIX~')_' ,and for 0, ,00 so chosen, we have X'l(j) = X, just as in (a). The same argument as in (a) shows that '1(j) conjugates k n / e2 appropriately. We note that, by a similar argument, (9) is also obvious.
We have verified (3) . Recall that D(j) is generated by k n / e2 and '1(j); set 15 E k n / e2 . We then obtain only Card(kn/e)k n / e ) distinct characters. But we also have
If [Y11~o ,0011~io] = 0 for all Y E k n / el , this is always 1 on y. These are the y with Y11~o == y' 11~{f{ modpio+ 1 (y' E k n / e ) , by (10) . Hence the characters we can obtain by varying 15 1 are precisely the ones trivial on the elements
(3.12) We now consider the general inductive step. We thus suppose that the hypotheses hold for j + 1 and that we have defined the sf' e" It for I ::; i (so that Si ~ j + 1). We now consider X and Xo on Ki. If 1; f j, then (7)(ii)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use implies that we may assume after a conjugation that X = Xo. For this case, all the properties (2)-(10) are easy (most are vacuous), and (1) is straightforward (we will do a similar verification below). Thus we assume that !;U, and let
Tr(Ct~+lyuj), VI' E kn' for some element Ct~+1 E k n · Let Ct i + 1 = Trkn/kn/e; Ct~+1 .
There are two cases, depending on whether Ct i + 1 rJ{i+l) E E U + I ) or not.
. Let P E k n satisfy Trkn/kn/e; P = 1. By (7)(i) and an inductive argument, after conjugation we may assume that Ct~+1 = PCt i + 1 . (The induction uses (9) to show that the elements 1 +Y/rJf!ft ,1'/ E k n / e / ' are congruent
. I ·f mo to e ements + 1'/-1 rJ/_I-Wit 1'/-1 E n/e/_I. n partlcu ar, 1 Ct J = 0, then we may assume that Ct~ = 0 and that Xo = X. We shall show below that with this convention, different Ct J give nonconjugate X.
We first need rJ(j). We define
where rtfi = S/+I -j, rJo = W' , and the c5/ E k n / e / are to be determined. We have, for I' E k n / e ; ,
since Ct E k/;. Thus, conjugation by rJU+I) fixes X on K J + I and on elements
. From (7)(i) and induction, we can choose the c5[ so that rJ(j) commutes with X. (As above, we use (9) in the inductive step.)
It is easy to check (as in (3.1O)(a)) that rJ(j) satisfies (3) (2) and (4) follow. Property (9) is also obvious.
(3.14) Since (5)- (7) and (10) If X ,XI are conjugate by x, then x fixes XIKi+ 1 . Therefore, x is given by (1).
Dividing by an element known to commute with X (again by (1)), we have
But we saw in constructing "' (j) that for these x, XX(y) = X(Y) for y =
+ Y"'{J)
, Y E k n / e ;. Therefore /(y) = X~(y) for these y. Since 0:;+1' P;+I determine X~ ,X# , respectively on these elements, we must have 0:;+1 = P;+I . 
O(b)).
Let P E k n satisfy Trkn/knle; P = 1. Then, as in (a), we may assume by using (7)(i) and (9) that O!~+I = O!;+IP, We fix one element O!;+I'1;Jo in each conjugacy class under k n / e ; ('1;), and we may assume (conjugating if necessary) that O!;+I is that element of the conjugacy class. These choices fix O!~+I and O!j+I' (That different O!j+1 give nonconjugate X is proved essentially as in (a); see the end of (3.14). We give some details below.) (3.16) We next construct '1(j) ' We set (1 ~ 'I) Th"
IS Imp les easl y t at 1 x E ; n , ,= g/;+I ' then we can write x (modK'+s'-S!) as (2) and (4).
(3.17) That leaves only properties (1) and (7). For (1), the verification that Thus we may assume that 15 0 = 1. The rest of the proof proceeds as in (a); see (3.14) .
To see that the X with distinct Q~+I are nonconjugate, let x' be another extension. If XX = x' , then x fixes XIKJ+1 . Comparing (1) for j and j + 1, we see that we may assume that x = a i ,,7(1 + a i _ 1 ,,;~n'" (1 + ao"~O), 15 1 E k n / e / and the 'I as in (3.16 In general, however, we need to continue the construction. Suppose that 'I ~ 2. If we extend X to KS;(D~nKS;-I), the elements of D~nKs2-S; willin general not commute with X (just as elements of KI did not generally commute with xlKsl-1 ). This suggests that we follow the procedure of Theorem 3.1 and extend X to K S ; (D~ n KS~). With luck, the group of elements commuting with have made progress. In particular, we will be in a position to complete the construction as above when 'I = 2. If 'I > 2, then we can repeat the last step, and so on. The problem is that the procedure of Proof. The proof will in fact show that X has "sufficiently many" satisfactory extensions, in a sense to be made precise as we continue.
Let X, r l be as in Theorem 3.1. If r l = 1, then we observed above that (K S ; ,X) is already satisfactory. So we may assume that r l > 1. In that case, .) It follows that X has an extension to HI' Furthermore, HI / K S ; is Abelian, so that X has many such extensions. Choose one, which we also call X. We now apply the procedure of Theorem 3.1 to X. While a complete account of what happens would be tedious, it may help to see the first step or so. We first extend xI K ,; to Xo on HI nKs;-1 by using Lemma 3.8 (the proof applies without change). Let j = s; -1, i = r l • Now consider our extension X to HI n Ks;-I. If 1,1 f s~ -1, then X and Xo are conjugate, by (7)(ii) (the argument is that of (3.12», and we may take X = Xo' We can then show, as before, that if one sets 11(j) 
Let 0: = Trkn/el/kn/ei 0:' • If O:17(j~ol) E E U + I ) , then we use the arguments of (3 .13) and (3.14) to produce 17U) (generating ph ), E U )' and D U ) so that (1)- (10) is a proper extension of E u + l ) with ramification index ei+1 and residue class degree 1;+1 over F, then set Sj+1 = j, so that (Sj+1 ,ej+ 1 ,1;+1) is the next triple for X. Let 17U+I) = 17j' D u + l ) = Dj' etc. Now the argument of (3.15)-(3.18) produces 17(j) ,D(j) , etc., satisfying (1)- (10) of Theorem 3.1. Continue this procedure.
In this way, we obtain further triples (Sj' e j , 1;), r l < i :::; r 2 (say), together with elements 17(j)' division algebras D(j) ' and fields E(j)' j ~ s~, such that
(1)- (10) of Theorem 3.1 hold. If r 2 = 2 (this happens when r l = 2 and we were never in case (b) of the proof of Theorem 3.1 for j < SI)' then As above, this means that XI' X2 are conjugate on K I (DI n K 2). By our construction, XI = X2 on K S ; (D~ n KS~). By induction, we get XI = X2 and WE H'( = H:; . But this immediately gives PI ~ P2. 0 (4.4) Remark. We could also prove (b) by another argument. It is evident from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.1 that we have considered every completely satisfactory X and every representation containing such a X. Thus, we have certainly constructed all of (Dx) ~ , modulo tensoring with characters. We will see in the next section that the number of representations with kernel containing K m + 1 (ron) is precisely the number of such representations we have constructed.
Therefore, those constructed above must be distinct.
5
If we make the inductive assumption that every irreducible representation of division algebras of index < n are constructed as in § §3 and 4, then the representation p of D; in §4 has associated to it a sequence of triples ( s~ , e~ ,1;) 
where sro+i = s;/'o' e ro + i = e;e ro ' and /,o+i = 17 /'0· Notice that p depends on the choice of extension of x' to D~, but that this choice does not affect the sequence of triples because two representations that differ by a I-dimensional representation generate the same sequence. We shall say that n is of type {(si'ei'~), ... ,(sr,er'/')}' r=ro+t. Note that n is of type cp iff it is 1-dimensional. The conductor of n is, as usual, the smallest integer m + 1 such that nl Km +1 is trivial. If n is trivial on K, the conductor will be O. We also say that n has ramification index e r and residue class degree /" and write e(n) = e r , f(n) = /,. If n is of type cp, we define e(n) = f(n) = 1 .
Observe that our construction of representations of D X applies also to K. The one difference is that in those cases where we conjugated by ro or "(j) to specify an element in the conjugacy class of X (e.g., immediately before Theorem 3.1, or in (3.11)), we can no longer perform this conjugation. Thus we obtain more conjugacy classes.
We use this observation to prove 
Multiplying gives
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Hence From here, it is a question of putting n(s~ -1) -P in some more pleasant form.
Set n i = eJ;, no = eo = fo = 1 . We have
2 n n. I n. 
The effect is that (5.6) is unchanged. A similar analysis shows that the formula holds regardless of the parity of the Sj. (The analysis is carried out in more detail in §3 of [7] .) 0 6 It may be useful to see how the construction of representations presented in this paper compares with the constructions in previous cases. When n = p , we necessarily have 'I = 1 , and the situation is relatively simple. For n = p2 or pno (with (p, no) = 1 ), the construction presented here seems to be more straightforward than those in [4] and [6] .
There remains the case (p, n) = 1 . The basic simplification is that in (3.13), for instance, we can choose P to be in k, since Tr k ./ k is faithful on k.
Therefore a~+I11 commutes with 11. The same statement applies to (3.15) .
The result is that we may always assume that E U ) ~ E U + I ). (In particular,
unless j is one of the Si.) Furthermore, X is nontrivial on E(~d nK sl , and, similarly, X~j) is nontrivial on E(~j) nKSj (see §3 for notation).
This simplifies the structure of the satisfactory extension H of Proposition 4.1. Now we begin to construct X. On K 45 we must have 11(36) = 11(37) (I + ~ro ), where ~ = P 26 + ... can be calculated as in (3.10) . We shall instead take the easy way out and assume that ~-36 = o. Then we may also take ~~36 = 0, and 11(36) = 11(37) = 1Zl , E(36) = E(37) .
On K 35 and K 34 , we also assume that X = Xo' where Xo is given by (7.1); 11(36) = 11(34) and E(36) = E(34)· At K33 , however, we have a jump index. We must have where ~-3311G!~ = ~_331Zl-33 generates a totally ramified field of degree 3 over an 1Zl E I' we must ave )I _ 33 E k x. By conjugation, we may then assume that ~ _ 33 E k X. We take ~ -33 = 1. Then ~~33 = P I8 + any linear combination of po,··· ,P I7 ' as a computation (using results from §2 of [6] ) shows.
We now need 11(33) = 111 (1 + 6w 12), where 111 = 11(34). Given a choice of 6~33' we could compute 6 and 11(33) as in (3.10 3 and E(33) = F [11(33) ] .
As before, we must have X = Xo on K 32 and K31 (at least after conjugating), so that X is given on K31 by (7.2 Setting 6 1 = Pg and 6 0 = -P 26 fixes an appropriate 6~4. Then E(24) = F[11~24)] .
For K 23 , we again have X = Xo and 11(23) = 11(24) , while X is given by (7. 3). We now go on to H22 = K23(D~ n K22) , where DI = {l:yjw j : Y j E k9}. We can no longer describe X as before, since H22 is not obviously isomorphic to an additive subgroup of D. We could compute a central character X-of D~ agreeing with X on D~ n K 34 and then consider X(X-)-I on D~ , but that seems to be fairly complicated. We instead consider the extension Xo to H 22 .
(One can verify in other ways that xo(1 + yw 22 ) = 1 for all Y E k 9 .) Since S3 '" 22, X = Xo on H22 (at least after conjugacy), so that 11(22) = 11(23) and
E(22) = E(23) .
On H21 = K23(D~ n K 21 ), we have a choice of extensions of X. We need where <5_ 21 = Tr ~/k3 <5~21 is such that <5 -2111~;; E E(22)' Therefore we need <5_ 21 E k, and <5~21 must be a linear combination of Po' ... , P 6 • We will take <5~21 = 0, so that 11(21) = 11(22) 
. = E(IO) .
We now have a satisfactory extension. So '1(10) = '13 and E(IO) = E 3 . In our case, E3 = D 3 . We extend X to a character of H = HIOE; , which we also call X , and induce to get 7l.
